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1 IntroduCtiOn 
In the study of engineering, we usually need calculations of elementary transcendental 
functions like exponential or logarithmic functions. We aim to get values of elementary 
transcendental functions quickly with arbitrary precision. In general~ we know some cal-
culation methods. For example, Taylor expansion) asymptotic expansion and continued 
fraction expansions, show us how to calculate a functions value. Recently, it is said that 
computer CPUs are good[skillful] at integer operation. In the above calculation method, 
continued fraction expansions is good for calculating mainly integer operations because it 
has good properties. So we have thought whether or not it is a good idea for us to make 
fast calculations on personal computer with continued fraction. 
The purpose of this study is to investigate how quickly we can calculate logarithm 
using continued fraction. We have used natural logarithmic function as an example. In the 
following section, Iogarithmic function we say means natural logarithmic function. 
We thank Prof. Hirayama and Hilano, for their suggestions and advice. 
2 Continued Fractlon 
First, to sum up the major characteristics of continued fraction and thier properties we 
need some definitions. The following formula is called continued fraction: 
ql + P2 p3 
q2 + 
qn-1 + P 
qn + ' ' ' 
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, Pn , ql , q2 , ' ' ' , qn are integers. It is called a flnite continued fraction when where, pl , p2 ) ' ' '
n is finite. Other wise, it is called an inflnite continued fraction. It has become customary 
to write continued fraction in a typographically more convenient form like the following: 
qo + Pl P2 Pn (2) + ... ? +...q I q2 qn 
2.1 General property of continued fraction 
P If the continued fraction (2) is converted to a fraction , Q~ then followmg theorem rs 
obtained (See [2~ 3]): 
Theorem 1 
Let P1 = 1,Q_1 = O. 
{ = _ (for n = 1, 2, 3, ) (3) Pn = qnPn-1 + pnPe~-2 
Qn qnQn I +pnQn 2 
Theorem 2 
Pn ql q2, ' ' ' ~qn > O. If Let pl' p2) ' ' ' , , 
lim nin=1Pi = O, 
nH>oo QnQn-l 
then Pn/Qn is convergent. Put the convergence a, then 
Hs~-1 Pi Pn a< (4) ~ (Pi > O) Qn QnQn-1 
By Theorem I and Theorem 2, the operations which we use in our calculations are ad-
dition, subtraction and multiplication except division operating at last one times. The 
error evaluation formula is derived from (4). However little is known about concrete error 
evaluation formulas for most functions. Thus we need to derive it when we calculate the 
value of functions using continued fraction. 
3 Calculation of logarithmic function 
As formula of continued fraction expansions for logarithmic function, the following 
continued fraction formulas are known for logarithmic functions: 
22 -4z2 1 + z 2z - -n z ? +...+ ? +.... 2n + 1 ?
z z z 2z nz nz log(1 + z) = + + ' ' ' . ~+~ -+ +...+ 1 2 3 5 2 2n + 1 
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We would like to show some calculation methods of logarithmic function with continued 
fraction expansions. 
If an error evaluation formula derived from (4) is a "good)' formula, we are able to 
reduce the calculatron time. But if an error evaluation formula derived from (4) is a ((bad" 
formula, the calculation time is long. In this paper, a (cgood" formula means a formula 
which is small in ((the number of continued fraction expansion terms it uses to get the value 
of functions with necessary precision') . Let us call the number the ((loop numbers" . 
3.1 Error evaluation formula 
To calculate with mainly integer operation, in equation (5) Iet z = P: (p q are mtegers) 
Then following formula is derived: 
22 1 + z 2P - -4P2 -n p 
??
+...+ ? +.... + (2n + 1)q 3q 
By equation (6) and equation (4), the following equation is obtained: 
{ = (2n - 1)qPn-1 ~ (n - l)2p2Pn-2, (n = 1, 2, 3, . . .) (7) Pn
Qn = (2n - 1)qQnl ~ (n 1)2p2Qn 2 
More over we get 
Theorem 3 
nqQn-1 ~ n2p2Qn-2 > o (O < p < q) 
Next theorem is derived from Theorem 3. 
Theorem 4 
P 1+z < z2n+1 1 n _ Iog I z (O < z < 1) (8) Qn ~ n+1 [Simple proof] By Theorem 3, Qn in reccusive formula (7) is changed like the following: 
Qn = (n - 1)Qn-1 +nQn-1 ~ (n - 1)2p2Qn-2. So, we apply to Theorem 3 for the proceeding 
equation. Then we get the following inequality: Qn > (n - 1)Qn-1' We apply to this 
inequality recursive. Next, we make the term QnQn-1 and H pi. By substituting these to 
the equation (4) we are shown the theorem. 
Convergence is not so good especially when if z is near to I in Theorem 4. So we must 
improve the error evaluation formula. 
3.2 Conditional error evaluation formula 
Under the condition z < ~, then the following theorem is derived: 
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Theorem 5 
nqQ (n 1)2p2Qn-2 > o (n ~ 2 2p < q) n-1 ~ ?
By Theorem 5, the following theorem is derived like Theorem 4: 
Theorem 6 
1 + z 11 676 ( 
?
?
Qn ~ Iog I - z < 49(2n - 1) T~: z2n-1 (n ~ 2,z < ;) (9) 
3.3 General error evaluation formula 
We derived the above theorems with trial and error. We want to derive them in a more 
general way. We get following theorem. 
Theorem 7 
For p) q ~ Z, I < a e R, O < k ~ R, P-q < * and k = 2a2 + 1, the following formula holds. 
nqQn I ~ (n- 1)2p2Qn2 > O for n = 2,3,.... k ~ 
Moreover, 
log I + z ll < (1 - z)2 z2n-1 2a2 - 1 ( ) Qn ~ I - z 1 2n 4a2 - 3 
Overview of proof We prove the theorem by induction. Let k > o and let a > I and 
Rq < ~･ When n = 1, obviously. When n = 2~ 
~~:QI _ p Q = -(3q2 - p2) - p2q 2q 
?
> -(6c~2 - (2a2 + 1))p2q ?
(4a2 - 1)p2q 
?
We assume 
nqQ _ (n - 1)2p2Qn-2 > o (lO) n-1 ?
Let n change n + I . Then we get 
(n + 1)qQn ~ 2 2n (n - 1)2p2 [{(2h - l)a2 - k2}n2 + n p ~4n-1 > 
+(k - l)a2n - ka2] p2Qn2 
by equation (10). Let the content of the bracket [ I be f(h), then the coefiicient part of 
n2 in f(k) is positive where n = 2,3,4~ ' ' ' because if a~ - (~V~TrTyF~: < k < 
Oi2 + aVZTTrl)~ then let determination equation of f(k) be D, D = (h - 1)2a4 + 
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4 {(2k - 1)O!2 - k2} ka2 > o, and let solution of f(h) be a, p(a < p), then p <( 2 So the 
right hand side of above formula is positive. Under the condition 
O < k < a2 + oiVTTTFT, (11) 
We obtain the following formula by (4). 
Pn ( ) 2n1 z2n1 
??
1+z ?log1-z < na2 k l Qn ~ 
Moreover, We apply to arithmetic  geometric mean for the right hand side of (11), then 
2a2 - I < a2 + aFr~7~r~~ . Let k = 2a2 - 1. Then we can get the following 
formula: 
2a2 - 1 
?
log I + z < (1 - z) z2n-l Qn ~ I - z 4a2 - 3 2n 
3.4 Divided calculation with matrix 
Let P,~,n/Q~,n define 
Pm,n Pm Qm'n qm + Pm+1 (12) 
qm+1 + Pm+2 
qn1 + Pn 
qn 
Then recurrence equation of Theorem I iS expressed as following [2] : 
{ ::: I (n =: 1, 2, 3, . . .) (13) Pn~ Q m nPm I + pm'r)Pm-2
Qn Qm nQm I + pm'nQm-2 
Namely, we don't calculate p/e' Qk in order from k ::= I to k ::~ n' we calculate respec 
tiVely P/.^,Qk in h :::: 1)2, . . . ,m and k ::: m + 1,m + 2, ' ' ' , n' Finally, we calculate both 
fractiOns by using (13). In addition, the methOd of calculation iS the same to the multiPli-
cation of matrices. The recurrence equation of theorem I iS expressed as the following: 
Pn I Pn Pn-2 Pn I O Pn (14) Qn-1 Q Qn-2 Qn 1 1 qn 
Let 
k ::::; ) (  ) 
lq :::: ) M1'k P/e-1 PQk~1 Q 
Then 
M1'n ~: MIM2 hlr Mn =: M1'n-1lv:Ln' 
Wc call the calculation method of above equatiOn '(diVided Calculation'~ . 
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? EXp eriment 
Before explaining the procedure of the experiment~ we sum up the symbols we use. 
Efl Efl = z2n+1 1 (O < z < 1) n+1 Ef2 676 (l~2n-1 2n-1 (n > 2 z < ;) Efl =: 49(2n - 1) ~13j z _ 
Ef Efl or Ef2' 
N The number of the significant figures. f Pn 1+z 
??
Im Q Iog I -z < 10 N ? = min In e Z -min 
ll = min n ~ Z z2n+1 ~ (Theorem 4) n+1 676 2n-1 ?12 =min neZ 49(2n - 1) 13 z 
(Theorem 6) 
?
T~ 
T1 
T2 
?
PARI 
Total 
PARI -Total 
WIDTH 
The loop number,11 or 12. 
The calculation time used l~. 
The calculation time used 11 ' 
The calculation time used 12. 
Tm,TI or T2 
The calculation time by PARI. 
T~ , T1 or T2 + the time of garbage collection. 
PAI~I + the time of garbage collection. 
The base number of term in "divided calculation" . 
4.1 Ioop number 
We call this the loop number to error evaluation formula.We examine as the following 
procedure. 
1. Calculate minimum of loop numbers Im, and make table of Im' 
2. Calculate loop number ll' 
3. Calculate loop number 12. 
4. Compare these numbers. 
Here we determine the minimum of loop numbers Im according to the following procedure. 
Assume that we want to get a function value with a high precision of more than N in the 
calculation and let X - P~ Then ' n ~ Q~' ' 
1. Calculate Xn' Xn+1' 
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2 Calculate En = Xn+1 ~ Xn 
3. The number which firstly satisfies IN - En > O is minimum of loop numbers Im 
lo 
4. If TT~l~ - En ~ O, then let n change n + 1, and return stepl. 
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4.2 Measure of calculation time 
We want to obtain the T of log(a), with continued fraction expansion. We check the 
effectiveness of the calculation in comparison with software PARIGP. We examine the 
following procedures: 
1 . Measure calculation time PARI of log(a) by PARI-GP. 
2. Measure calculation time T1 of log(a) with 11' We examine following two cases. 
(a) Use recursive formula (3). 
(b) Use equation (14), i.e. "divided calculation" . 
3. Measure T of log(a) with 12. This calculation is used matrix. 
When we calculate matrix, we use the following procedure. First, Iet 
f(i,j) = MeM*+1 M 
1. Get loop number I by Ef for given N. 
2. Determine WIDTH. 
3. Calculate f(1, l). In calculation f(L, H), 
(a) if H - L > WIDTH then 
R Calculate f(L,M - 1) x f(M, H) , where m = [(L + H)12]. 
(b) if H - L ~ WIDTH then 
~ Calculate MLML+1 ' ' ' MH directory. 
Here, the symbol [ I is Gauss's symbol. Thus [a] = max {n e Zln ~ a}. 
5 ReSult of eXperiment and COnSideratiOn 
By the experimentation in the loop number, we get the following: l) 
1 . N in the calculation and loop number are in proportion to each other. 
l)Question:On the experimentation in the loop numbers,.. 
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2. The larger the significant flgures in the calculation is, the larger 11 is than Im' 
3. I~ is almost constant. 
l ,~ 
4. In calculation log 2, l.!_ is about sixty percent smaller than 11' 
5. 12 is closer to Im than ll' 
By the experiment in T, we get following things: 
1. T becomes long if N is large. 
2. T by Efl with recursive equation (7) is longer than PARI. 
3. T by Efl with "divided calculation" is shorter than PARI. 
4. T is long when the number of signiflcant flgures of z in log }+z is large 
5. T is longer than PARI when the number of significant figures of z in log 1+z is large 1-z 
6. We can calculate faster than PARI-GP by using the calculation method ~(divided cal-
culation" at N of z is smaller than about 20. 
By the results of the experiment of the loop number? we found the following things: ( ) The value of z is close I when the value a = I + ~ to substitute for log(a) is large 1-~ Thus for N the loop number is large when the value ~ to substitute for log(a) is large. On 
the other hand, Ef2 has the term (~)2n-1, so Ef2 is greater than Efl ' 
By the results of the experiment of calculation time, we found the following things: If 
the substituting value a for log(a) is large~ then T is long even under reccusive equation 
(7) with Im' As a result we cannot calculate quickly if we use the reccusive equation 
wrthout '~divlded calculation') But c~divrded calculation)' rs a '(good)' method. If we use 
this method, then we can calculate faster than PARI-GP. The reason for this is the bit 
length of data in memory is shorter than the bit length in calculation used in the reccusive 
equation. It is the same reason that T is short when we calculate with (~divided calculation') . 
6 Summary 
1+z and show that In this paper, we tried to derive the error evaluation formula for log , 1-z 
we were able to calculate faster than PARI when we used "divided calculation" . Following 
our work, we list following thing: 
R How to calculate faster than PARI Iog(a) where for a ~ 3 
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Thus we use the error evaluatron formula m theorem 7 and flnd what value a is better 
in fast calculation. This work includes using the ((divided calculation" method Now we 
consider to apply the following formula: 
( ) a 10g(a) = Iog 2n + n ' Iog(2) where a ~ 3. 
Moreover, we want to install to Risa/Asir the command log. 
A EXperimentS Of Loop NumberS 
A.1 Minimum of Loop Numbers 
We show minimum of major loop numbers l~ at Table I and the ratio of N 
10g(2), Iog(3) and log(5) at Table 2. Each row of these tables is shown as the following: 
N 
log(2) 
log(3) 
log(5) 
lL~(~1 
N ~~l N l*g(5) 
N 
The required number of significant figures. 
Im for log(2). 
Im for log(3). 
Im for log(5). 
The ratio of l~ to N for log(2). 
The ratio of l~ to N for log(3). 
The ratio of l~ to N for log(5). 
to
The machine environment of these experiments is shown in the following table: 
Table I : minimum of loop numbers 
N Iog(2) Iog(3) Iog(5) 
1000 656 876 1200 
2000 1309 1752 2398 
3000 1964 2628 3597 
4000 2619 3504 4 79 5 
5000 3273 4379 5993 
6000 3920 5247 7180 
7000 4574 61 24 8379 
8000 5229 7000 9577 
9000 5883 7874 10775 
l OOOO 6538 8750 11976 
minimum of lo p numbers IminTable 2: The ratio of N to l~ 
N og 2 og 5 og 3 
1000 0.7 0.9 l .2 
2000 0.7 0.9 l .2 
3000 0.7 0.9 1.2 
4000 0.7 0.9 1.2 
5000 0.7 0.9 1.2 
6000 0.7 0.9 1.2 
7000 0.7 0.9 1.2 
8000 0.7 0.9 1.2 
9000 0.7 0.9 1.2 
10000 0.7 0.9 1.2 
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A.2 Loop Number 1 
We show loop number 11 at Table 3 ,the ratio of 11 to Im at Table 4 and the ratro of l 
to N at Table 5. The items in each row have similar meaning to the Table of Minimum of 
Loop Numbers. 
The items of each row in Table 3 have the following meanings: 
The required number of signiflcant figures. N 
log(2) Il for log(2). 
log(3) 11 for log(3). 
log(5) 11 for log(5). 
The items in each row in Table 4 have the following meanings: 
N The required number of significant figures. 
log(2) The ratio of 11 to Im' i.e. j-(l , for log(2). 
log(3) The ratio of 11 to Im' i.e. l~."Il~ , for log(3). 
log(5) The ratio of ll to Im' i.e. ~i, for log(5). 
l_ 
The items in each row in Table 5 have the following meanings: 
N The required number of significant figures. 
tog-N(2) The ratio of ll to N, i.e. -NI , for log(2) 
tog-N(3) The ratio of 11 to N, i.e. L~Nl , for log(3) 
tog-N(5) The ratio of ll to N, i.e. N~~l , for log(5) 
The machine environment of these experiments is shown as following table: 
CPU 
Memory 
OS 
Asir 
Table 3: Ioop number ll 
N Iog(2) Iog(3) Iog(5) 
1000 1043 1655 2831 
2000 2092 3317 5663 
3000 31 39 4976 8509 
4000 4185 6634 11345 
5000 5231 8293 l 4182 
6000 6 2 78 9952 1701 8 
7000 7324 11610 19854 
8000 8371 13269 22691 
9000 9417 14928 20r527 
10000 10463 16616 28364 
Table 4: The ratio of l to Im 
N Iog(2) Iog(3) log(5) 
l OOO 1.6 1 .9 1.4 
2000 l .6 l .9 l .4 
3000 1.6 1.9 l .4 
4000 1.6 1.9 1.4 
5000 1.6 l .9 1.4 
6000 1.6 l .9 l .4 
7000 1.6 1.9 1.4 
8000 1.6 1.9 1.4 
9000 1.6 1.9 1.4 
10000 l .6 l .9 1.4 
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Table 5: The ratio of l to N 
N og 2 og 3 i~~~2~5 
1000 1.0 1.7 2.8 
2000 1.0 1.7 2.8 
3000 1.0 1.7 2.8 
4000 1.0 l .7 2.8 
5000 1.0 l.7 2.8 
6000 1.0 1.7 2.8 
7000 1 .O l .7 2.8 
8000 1 .O 1.7 2.8 
9000 1.0 1.7 2.8 
10000 1.0 1.7 2.8 
A.3 Loop Number 2 
We show loop number 12 of log(2) at Table 6. 
The item of each row in Table 6 mean as following: 
N The required number of significant figures. 
ll 11 for log(2). 
12 12 for log(2). 
.,__._N21 The ratio of 12 to N of log(2). 
L~ll The ratio of 12 to 11 of log(2). 
The machine environment of these experiments is shown as following table: 
Celeron 300A Dual (463MHz) 
SDRAM 128M Byte 
PlamoLinux 1.3 + kernel 2.2.3 
Version 981001. 
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B EXperlment of Calculatlon Tlme 
B.1 The calculation time by recursive equation with Im 
Tables from Table 7 to Table 9 show T.~1' by reccusive equation with l~i~ for each N. 
Each row of the table shows the following: 
N The required number of significant flgures. 
T-r.eq. with l~ The calculation time by reccusive equation with l~. 
PARI The calculation time by PARI/GP. 
Item T-r.eq. or PARI in these tables describe "calculation time + garbage collection time 
(total time)" each other. The unit of these items is "second" . 
The machine environment of these experiments is the same environment in the experi 
ment of minimum of loop numbers. 
Tab王e7：r　by　r．eq，with1肌鋤d　PλR∫foΣ1og（2）
W　　　T－r．eg．w撒1㎜　　　　Pλ〃
夏0◎0 O．160＋O．050（0．2五〇）O．080＋◎．292（O．372）
2000O．560＋O．280（O．840）O．430＋王．008（L438）
3000五．250＋O．800（2，050）L220斗2，912（4一ヱ32）
40002，270＋L3五0（3－580）2，200斗4，501（6，701）
50003．虹0＋2，630（6，040）4，610＋9，247（13，857）
60005，110＋3，630（8－740）6，530＋13，040（王9，570）
70007，040＋全780（1L820）8，940＋17，970（26．9五0）
80009，090＋6，520（王5，610）五．980＋23，820（35，800）
90001L770＋8，440（20，210）15。螂令31，020（46，510）
王0000五4，570＋8，700（23，270）5，290キ50，670（75，960）
Tab1c8：T　by　r．cq．with1肌鋤d　PλR∫for1og（3）
N　　　Tイ．顯、w撒Zm　　　　　1〕λ〃
10C◎0，250＋Oユ30（0，380），080＋0，088（O．168）
20000，990斗O．680（L670）O．430＋O．842（王．272）
30◎02．2王0＋1，530（3－740）1，240＋2，505（3，745）
40003，990＋3，190（7ユ80）2，250＋4．王93（6，443）
50006，470斗4，710（1L180）4，670＋9，288（13，958）
60009，130＋6，470（15，600），610令王3，100（19，710）
700012．74◎斗7，990（20，730）8．97◎斗18，000（26，970）
8000王6，690＋9，670（26，360）五2ユ20斗24，200（36，320）
900021．五80斗u．910（33。◎90）王5，650＋3王．380（47、◎30）
1000026．2忽0＋16，560（42，800）25、五60＋50，670（75，830）
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Tab1e9：T　by　r－eq．wi七h　Z伽and　PλR∫for1og（5）
N　　　T一ヅ．eg，Wi七h～㎜　　　　　PA〃
！0000，470＋0，270（0，740）0，090斗O．087（0。五77）
20001，880＋1．3五0（3ユ90），430斗0，672（五。五03）
30004，330＋3，500（7，830）L230＋2，275（3，505）
40007，780＋δ．810（五3，590）2，280＋4，643（6，923）
500012，420斗8，070（20，490）4，670＋9，269（王3，939）
6◎0017，900＋10，650（28，550）6， 90＋五3，100（19，690）
700024，830斗五3，620（38，450）9，090＋18，170（27，260）
800032，390斗17，590（49，980）12， 50斗24，000（36，050）
900041，430＋21．6王0（63，040）15，600＋31ユ50（鮒750）
100005L370＋29，620（80，990）25，49 斗50，850（76，340）
Table 10 shows the the ratio of T by reccusive equation with l~ to PARI when let T 
1. Note that a letter T means the "calculation time" in the description "calculation time 
+ garbage collection(total time) ,, 
Table 10 The ratio of T by r.eq. with l~ 
N Iog(2) Iog(3) Iog(5) 
1000 0.5 0.3 0.2 
2000 0.8 0.4 0.2 
3000 1.0 0.6 0.3 
4000 1.0 0.6 0.3 
5000 1.4 0.7 0.4 
6000 1.3 0.7 0.4 
7000 1.3 0.7 0.4 
8000 1.3 0.7 0.4 
9000 1.3 0.7 0.4 
10000 1.7 1.0 0.5 
with l~ to PARI 
B.2 T by reccusive equation with 11 
Each symbol in the tables means the following as long as we don't point at: 
The required number of significant flgures. N 
Calculation time + Garbage collection time. Total 
The calculation time by reccusive equation with ll' T-r.eq. with 11 
Total-r.eq. with ll The time of Total by reccusive equation with 11' 
The calculation time by PARI/GP. PARI 
The machine environment of these experiments is the same environment in the experi-
ment of minimum of loop numbers. 
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Tab1e11：T　by　r．eq．with1至a双d－PλRl　for1og（2）
N　　　Tイ．eg．W撒J1　　　　Pλ〃
1000O．3王0＋0．2五0（O．520）0，080＋O．292（O．372）
2000五．340＋0－960（2，300）0，430＋L008（1，438）
30003，070＋2．姐◎（5，480）1，220＋2，912（4。五32）
40005，630＋4，370（1C．000）2，200斗4，501（6，701）
50008，770＋6，920（五5，690）4，6！0＋9，247（13，857）
600◎王3，030＋9，930（22，960），530＋王3，040（五9，570）
700017，670＋13．王70（30，840）8．9如十17，970（26．9王0）
800023．3五0＋15，910（39，220）五1，980キ23，820（35，800）
900029，670＋19，070（48，740）五5，490＋31，020（46．5五0）
1000036，970＋19，860（56，830）25，290＋50，670（75，960）
Tab1e12：T　by　r．eq，with2ヱand　PλR∫for1og（3）
W　　　r㌘。eq．W搬ユ1　　　　　Pλ〃
五〇◎0 0，850＋O．6王0（1，460）O．080＋0。◎88（0，168）
20003－680＋2．7王O（6，390）◎．430斗O．842（五．272）
30◎O8，170＋6，240（14，410），240今2，505（3，745）
400014，780令9，220（24．O◎0）2，250＋4，193（6，443）
500023，260＋14，510（37，770）4，670＋9，288（13，958）
600033，750＋五8，440（52，190）6．6王0＋王3，100（ヱ9，7王O）
700046，380＋25，150（7L530）8，97 斗18，000（26，970）
800061，180＋32，640（93，820）1 ，120＋24，200（36，320）
900077，680＋42，070（119，750）15，650＋3L380（47，030）
王000097－380＋48，520（王45，900）25，160＋50－670（75，830）
Tab1e13：T　by　r．eq．with　l！and　Pλ五∫for1og（5）
N
l000
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
7000
80◎0
9000
10000
　　　　T一ヅ．eq．with1至
2，660斗1，980（4，640）
王0，920斗8，830（王9，750）
25，090＋14，160（39．2δO）
45．五60＋2δ。880（7L040）
7L870斗39，000（1王0，870）
106，600＋48，230（五54，830）
15L400＋74，560（225．96◎）
205，400＋93，730（299。五30）
262，400＋116，500（378，900）
328．5COキ夏23，900（452，400）
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Tab1c五4：The ratio of T by r.eq. with Im t 
N Iog(2) Iog(3) Iog(5) 
1000 3.9 10.6 29.6 
2000 3.l 8.6 25.4 
3000 2.5 6.6 20.4 
4000 2.6 6.6 l 9.8 
5000 1 .9 5.0 15.4 
6000 2.0 5.1 16.2 
7000 2.0 5.2 16.7 
8000 l .9 5.0 17.0 
9000 1.9 5.0 16.8 
10000 1.5 3.9 12.9 
w三thZ肌toPλ〃
Tab1e15：To老α1by　r．eq．withε王and　PλR∫for1og（2）
N　　T・オα1一グ．εq．W撒11　　　　Pλ〃
10000，310＋O．2五0（O．520）0，080＋0，292（0，372）
20001，340令0，960（2，300）0，430斗1．O08（1，438）
30003，070斗2、姐O（5，480）1，220斗2，912（4，132）
40005，630＋4，370（ヱ0，000）2，200＋4，501（6．70五）
50008，770＋6，920（15，690）4，6！0＋9－247（王3，857）
600013，030＋9，930（22，960）6，530斗王3，040（19，570）
700017，670令13，170（30，840）8，940斗五7，970（26，910）
800023，310＋王5，910（39，220）u198◎十23，820（35，800）
900◎29，670＋五9，070（48，740）1δ．490斗31，020（46，510）
1000036，970令19，860（56，830）25，290斗50，670（75，960）
Tab1e16：Toオα2by　r．cq．wit血Zユand　PλR∫for1og（3）
W　　　T一㍑q，with1至　　　　Pλ〃
10000，850斗O．6五0（王．460） 0，080斗0，088（0，168）
20003，680＋2．7五0（6，390）O．430＋0，842（L272）
30008，170令6．24◎（14，410）五．240＋2，505（3，745）
400014，780キ9，220（24，000）2，250＋4，193（6、螂）
500023，260斗14．5五〇（37，770）4，670＋9，288（13，958）
600033，750＋18．螂（52．五90）6，610＋13，100（19，710）
700046，380令25，150（7L530）8，970斗王8，000（26，970）
800061，180＋32，640（93，820）1 ，120斗24，200（36，320）
900077，680＋42，070（119，750）五5，650令31，380（47，030）
五000097，380＋48，520（1蛆900）25．五60斗50，670（75，830）
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Tab1e17：r　byぎ一eq．wi七h1至棚d　PλR∫f〇一〇g（5）
　　　　T一㍑q．Wit〕1
2，660＋L980（4，640）
王0，920＋8，830（五9，750）
25，090キ五4，160（39，250）
45ユ60＋25，880（7L040）
71，870斗39，000（1ヱ0，870）
！06，600斗48，230（154，830）
五5L400＋7全560（22δ。960）
205，400斗93，730（299ユ30）
262，400＋u6，500（378，900）
328，500＋123，900（蛎2，400）
Tab1e18：The　rat三〇〇£To地1by　r　eq　w三th～至to　PλR1’ ratio of Total by r.eq. with 11 
N Iog(2) Iog(3) Iog(5) 
1000 3.9 l O.6 29.6 
2000 3.1 8.6 25.4 
3000 2.5 6.6 20.4 
4000 2.6 6.6 19.8 
5000 1.9 5,0 l 5.4 
6000 2.0 5.1 l 6.2 
7000 2.0 5.2 16.7 
8000 1.9 5.0 17.0 
9000 1.9 5.0 16.8 
10000 1.5 3.9 12.9 
B．3 The　ca且cu1atio盟ti㎜e　by　d－ivid．ed　ca五culation　w批h　Z！
CPU
Me㎜o£y
OS
Asir
Ce1脳on300A　Daa王（蛎0MHz）
SDRAM128M　Byt⑧
P1a㎜o　Linax1，3＋kcr篶e玉2．2．3
Ve蝸ion981001、
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Table 19: 
PAl~l 
l 2.84sec 
PARI and T - N = 10000 
PARI-total) 
12.86sec. 
WIDTH 
?
gc(total) 
1000 2 . 3 1 sec 1.36sec(3.669sec) 
900 2.24sec 0.9lsec(3.151 sec) 
800 2.26sec 0.88sec(3.157sec) 
700 2 . 2sec 0.97sec(3.176sec) 
600 1 . 92sec 0.73sec(2.654sec) 
500 1 .85sec 0.82sec(2.67lsec) 
400 1 . 88sec 0.79sec(2.669sec) 
300 1.7lsec 0.7lsec(2.424sec) 
200 l . 68sec 0.76sec(2.435sec) 
100 1 . 64sec 0.68sec(2.32lsec) 
90 1 . 56sec 0.69sec(2.25sec) 
80 1 . 56sec 0.62sec(2.185sec) 
70 1 . 5 5sec 0.46sec(2.01lsec) 
60 1 . 53sec 0.49sec(2.015sec) 
50 l . 5 5sec 0.47sec(2.018sec) 
40 1 . 53sec 0.49sec(2.027sec) 
30 1.49sec 0.53sec(2.01lsec) 
20 1 . 56sec 0.45sec(2.018sec) 
l O 1 . 5 5sec 0.49sec(2.037sec) ?
1 . 5 3sec O.52sec(2.044sec) ?
1 . 59sec 0.49sec(2.08lsec) ?
1 . 5 4sec 0.54sec(2.082sec) ?
1 . 52sec 0.57sec(2.089sec) ?
1 . 64sec 0.45sec(2.089sec) 
B.4 T by divided calculation with 12 
The machine environment of these experiments is the same environment in the experi-
ment of T by divided calculation with 11' 
Table 20: T by divided by divide  calculation with 12 for log 
PA RI 
PAl~l gc (PAl~l - total) 
12.99sec 12.99sec 
Risa/Asir : Ipnm=10439 
WIDTH T gc (Ttotal) 
No Div 1 2 . 54sec 9.5lsec(22.05sec) 
l OO 1 . 5 7sec 0.78sec(2.353sec) 
80 1 . 54sec 0.58sec(2.12sec) 
50 1 . 54sec 0.56sec(2.104sec) 
10 1 . 5sec 0.6sec(2.1 07sec) ?
l . 58sec 0.57sec(2.144sec) 
for l g 2 N:= 10000 
60 
C NeW Table(¥USe PARI=GP Ver 2.0 
The machine environment of the following experiment is: 
Procedin9s of NLA99 
16) 
Celeron 300A Dual (463MHz) 
128MByte 
Vine Linux 1.0 + kernel 2.2.11 
(2000) 
CPU 
Memory 
OS 
C.1 Minimum of loop numbers 
The table 21 shows minimum of loop numbers for given N. 
Tab｝e21：M虹i㎜um　of　Loop　Na㎜bers
N　1og（2）1og（3）1og（5）1og（7）1og（11）1og（13）
五000 654 875 11971449 1851 2022
200◎ 1307五74923932896 3701 4044
3000 1960262335904344 555王 6065
4000 2613349747865791 740五 8086
5000 3266427259827239 925110五07
6000 391952467！7886861五100 12！28
7000 47526王2083751013412950五4149
8000 52266994957五王1581 1480016五7五
9000 587978691076713029五6650 18五92
10000653287431ヱ9631μ7618500202王3
Minimum  L op Numbers 
C.2 The calculation time with 11 and recurSIVe equat ion 
Table 22: 10g(2) 
N Asir[sec] PAI~I [m-sec] 
1000 O . 1 Isec +gc: O . 1 Isec (0.2178sec) 20 
2000 0.4sec +gc: 0.6lsec (1.006sec) 100 
3000 0.9sec + gc : 1 . 03sec (1.933sec) 2 70 
4000 1 . 5 6sec +gc: 1 . 88sec (3.438sec) 490 
5000 2.7lsec +gc: 2.62sec (5.326sec) 1000 
6000 3.95sec +gc: 3.89sec (7.845sec) 1440 
7000 5.35sec +gc: 5 . 39sec (1 0.74sec) 1940 
8000 7.22sec +gc: 7.04sec (14.26sec) 2630 
9000 9.22sec +gc: 9 sec (18.22sec) 3410 
10000 1 1 . 26sec +gc: 8.45 sec (19.7lsec) 5440 
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Table 23: log(3) 
N Asir[sec] PAI ~I [m-sec] 
1000 0.25sec +gc: 0.32sec (0.5717sec) 20 
2000 l . 1 4sec +gc: 1 . 06sec (2.205sec) 90 
3000 2.55sec + gc : 2.3lsec (4.88lsec) 280 
4000 4.55sec + gc : 4.33sec (8.879sec) 490 
5000 7.2lsec +gc: 7. 18sec (14.39sec) 1010 
6000 10.48sec + gc : 9.98sec (10.49sec) 1450 
7000 14.7sec +gc:13.87sec (28.59sec) 1970 
8000 19.88sec +gc:17.34sec (37.23sec) 2650 
9000 25 . 92sec +gc:21. 16sec (47.08sec) 3440 
10000 3 1 .49sec +gc:22.9sec (54.39sec) 5440 
Table 24: log(5) 
N Asir[sec] PARI [m-sec] 
1000 0.8sec +gc: 0.89sec (1 .69sec) 20 
2000 3 . 36sec + gc : 3.45sec (6.812sec) 90 
3000 9 . 02sec +gc: 7. 3 7sec ( 1 5.39sec) 280 
4000 14.76sec +gc: 13.72sec (28.48sec) 500 
5000 23.57sec +gc: 1 8 . 89sec (42.46sec) 1010 
6000 35.74sec + gc : 24.94sec (60.68sec) 1440 
7000 53.95sec +gc: 34.1 9sec (88.15sec) 1990 
8000 70 . 64sec +gc: 42.3sec (113sec) 2650 
9000 9 1 . 03sec + gc : 48.57sec (139.6sec) 3420 
10000 1 1 5 .6sec +gc: 61.7lsec (177.3sec) 5440 
Table 25: 10g(7) 
N Asir[sec] PAl~l [m-sec] 
1000 1 . 72sec +gc: 1.75sec (3.473sec) 20 
2000 7.36sec +gc: 7. Isec (1 4.46sec) 90 
3000 17.87sec +gc: 15.2lsec (33.08sec) 290 
4000 34.3lsec + gc : 26.03sec (60.34sec) 500 
5000 52.42sec +gc: 33.36sec (85.78sec) 1010 
6000 8 2 . 7sec + gc : 47.13sec (1 29.8sec) 1440 
7000 1 1 6 . 9sec +gc: 63.85sec (180.7sec) 1990 
8000 156.2sec +gc: 78.48sec (234.7sec) 2640 
9000 202.8sec +gc: 91.4lsec (294.3sec) 3420 
10000 256.4sec +gc:103.5sec (359.9sec) 5440 
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Table 26divided calculation : N = 1000 
WIDTH Asir[sec] 
1000 0.06sec +gc : 0.05sec (O . 1 1 58sec) 
500 0.04sec + gc : 0.03sec (0.07804sec) 
100 0.04sec + gc : 0.02sec (0.05612sec) 
50 0.03sec + gc : 0.0lsec (0.04408sec) 
10 0.03sec +gc : 0.02sec (0.05465sec) ?
0.04sec + gc : 0.02sec (0.05817sec) 
C.3 The calculatlon time with 66divided cal cul ation?' nd 11
C.3.1 10g(2) 
Table 27: divided calculation : N = 2000 WIDTH Asir[sec] 
1000 O . 1 7sec + gc : O . 1 3sec (0.2997sec) 
500 0.Isec +gc : 0.Isec (0.2026sec) 
100 0.09sec + gc : 0.06sec (O . 1 539sec) 
50 0.09sec +gc : 0.05sec (0.1414sec) 
l O O . Isec + gc : O . O 5sec (0.1429sec) ?
0.1lsec +gc : 0.04sec (0.1 49sec) 
Table 28: divided calculation : N = 3000 
WIDTH Asir[sec] 
1000 0.34sec + gc : O . 2 7sec (0.6074sec) 
500 0.25sec + gc : O. 1 7sec (0.421lsec) 
100 O. 1 7sec + gc : O . 1 Isec (0.2847sec) 
50 O. 1 7sec + gc : 0.09sec (0.264lsec) 
10 O . 1 8sec + gc : 0.08sec (0.2594sec) ?
O . 1 9sec + gc : O . Isec (0.2824sec) 
Table 29: divided calculation : N = 4000 WIDTH Asir[sec] 
1000 0.4lsec + gc : 0.35sec (0.7639sec) 
500 0.32sec + gc : 0.27sec (0.5827sec) 
100 0.28sec + gc : O . 1 7sec (0.4507sec) 
50 O . 29sec + gc : O . Isec (0.3923sec) 
10 O . 26sec + gc : O . 1 3sec (O .3867sec) ?
0.29sec + gc : O . 1 2sec (0.4093sec) 
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Table 3 
??
divided calculation : N = 6000 
WIDTH Asir [sec] 
l OOO 0.87sec + gc : O . 73sec ( I . 606sec) 
500 O . 7sec + gc : 0.37sec (1 .068sec) 
100 0.56sec + gc : 0.23sec (0.7848sec) 
50 O . 54sec + gc : O . 2 1 sec (0.7497sec) 
10 0.49sec + gc : 0.26sec (0.7465sec) ?
O.55sec + gc : O . 1 8sec (0.7334sec) 
Table 3 
??
divided calculation : N = 5000 WIDTH Asir [sec] 
l OOO 0.65sec + gc : 0.49sec ( I . 1 43sec) 
500 0.49sec + gc : O . 2 7sec (0.7657sec) 
100 0.38sec + gc : 0.2sec (0.5822sec) 
50 0.39sec + gc : O . 1 7sec (0.559lsec) 
10 0.42sec + gc : O , 1 5sec (0.56lsec) ?
0.4sec + gc : O . 1 8sec (0.5809sec) 
Table 3 
??
divided calculation : N=7000 WIDTH Asir[sec] 
1000 1 . 32sec + gc : 0.92sec (2.244sec) 
500 0.93sec + gc : O . 54sec (1.478sec) 
100 0.68sec + gc : 0.36sec ( I .04sec) 
50 0.67sec + gc : O . 36sec (1.033sec) 
10 O . 73sec + gc : 0.32sec (1.053sec) ?
0.69sec + gc : 0.29sec (0.9856sec) 
Table 33: 
WIDTH 
1000 
500 
100 
50 
10 ?
divided 
l . 1 5sec 
0.94sec 
0.86sec 
0.86sec 
0.88sec 
0.88sec 
calculation : 
Asir[sec] 
+ gc : 
+ gc : 
+ gc : 
+ gc : 
+ gc : 
+ gc : 
0.76sec 
0.56sec 
0.4sec 
O . 2 7sec 
O . 2 5sec 
O . 3sec 
N = 8000 
( I . 9 1 5sec) 
(1.504sec) 
( I .264sec) 
(1.1 25sec) 
( I . 1 3sec) 
( I , 1 74sec) 
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Table 34: 
WIDTH 
1000 
500 
100 
50 
10 ?
divided 
1 .46sec 
1 . 1 8sec 
1 . 02sec 
1 . 04sec 
1 . 03sec 
1 . 06sec 
calculation : 
Asir [sec] 
+ gc : 
+ gc : 
+ gc : 
+ gc : 
+ gc : 
+ gc : 
1 . 06sec 
O . 5 5sec 
0.44sec 
0.39sec 
0.46sec 
O . 5 5sec 
N = 9000 
(2.52sec) 
(1 .724sec) 
(1.454sec) 
(1.429sec) 
(1.49lsec) 
(1.606sec) 
Table 35: divided calculation : N 1000C WIDTH Asir[sec] 
1000 1 . 73sec + gc : l . 04sec (2.769sec) 
500 1 . 4sec + gc : 0.65sec (2.05lsec) 
100 1 . 1 8sec + gc : 0.38sec ( I . 567sec) 
50 l . 1 7sec + gc : O . 3 7sec (1.535sec) 
10 1 . 1 7sec + gc : 0.38sec (1.546sec) ?
1 . 24sec + gc : 0.34sec (1.58lsec) 
0
C.3.2 log(3) 
Table 36 divided calculation : N = 1000 
WIDTH Asir[sec] 
l OOO O . 1 8sec + gc : O . Isec (0.283lsec) 
500 O . I sec + gc : 0.08sec (O . 1 78sec) 
100 O . O 7sec + gc : 0.03sec (O.09934sec) 
50 0.07sec + gc : 0.02sec (0.095lsec) 
10 0.06sec + gc : 0.03sec (0.09003sec) ?
0.07sec +gc : 0.04sec (0.1083sec) 
Table 37 divided calculation : N~::5000 
WIDTH Asir[sec] 
1000 1 . 1 8sec + gc : 0.75sec (1.923sec) 
500 0.98sec + gc : O . 5 2sec (1.503sec) 
100 0.83sec + gc : 0.44sec (1.287sec) 
50 0.79sec + gc : 0.44sec (1.258sec) 
10 0.8sec + gc : O . 33sec (1.1 99sec) ?
0.88sec + gc : 0.3sec ( I . 1 79sec) 
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Table 38: divided calculation : 1000C 
WIDTH Asir[sec] 
l OOO 3.38sec + gc : 1 . 74sec (5.124sec) 
500 2.92sec + gc : 0.86sec (3.779sec) 
100 2.6lsec + gc : O . 78sec (3.394sec) 
50 2.65sec + gc : O . 54sec (3.186sec) 
10 2.64sec + gc : 0.57sec (3.21 4sec) ?
2 . 6 7sec + gc : 0.63sec (3.30lsec) 
0
C .4 The calculation time with divided c al cul at i on nd 12 
Table 39 divided calculation : N 1000 WIDTH Asir[sec] 
1000 O . 05sec + gc : 0.02sec (0.07282sec) 
500 0.03sec + gc : 0.03sec (0.05948sec) 
100 0.02sec + gc : 0.0lsec (0.03096sec) 
50 0.02sec +gc : 0.0lsec (0.03073sec) 
l O O.02sec +gc : 0.0lsec (0.0300lsec) ?
0.03sec (0.03205sec) 
Table 40 divided calculation : N = 2000 
WIDTH Asir[sec] 
1000 O. 1 Isec + gc : 0.09sec (0.1928sec) 
500 0.07sec +gc : 0.05sec (0.124lsec) 
100 0.05sec +gc : O . 03sec (0.08205sec) 
50 0.04sec +gc : 0.04sec (0.07904sec) 
l O 0.05sec + gc : 0.02sec (0.07075sec) ?
0.06sec +gc : 0.02sec (0.0741 8sec) 
Table 4 
??
divided calculation : N = 3000 
WIDTH Asir[sec] 
l OOO O . 1 2sec + gc : O . 14sec (0.268lsec) 
500 O . 1 2sec + gc : 0.09sec (0.202sec) 
100 0.09sec + gc : O . 06sec (0.1484sec) 
50 O . I sec + gc : 0.03sec (O.1288sec) 
10 0.08sec + gc : 0.04sec (0.12lsec) ?
0.09sec + gc : 0.04sec (0.1279sec) 
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Table 4 
??
divided calculation : N = 4000 
WIDTH Asir[sec] 
l OOO O . 29sec + gc : O . 1 3sec (0.4173sec) 
500 O . 1 8sec + gc : O . 1 2sec (0.3003sec) 
l OO O . 1 4sec + gc : 0.06sec (0.2004sec) 
50 O . 1 3sec + gc : 0.06sec (0.1942sec) 
l O O . 1 Isec + gc : 0.08sec (0.1979sec) ?
O . 1 4sec + gc : 0.07sec (0.203sec) 
Table 4 
??
divided calculation : N:=5000 
WIDTH Asir[sec] 
1000 O . 4sec + gc : O . 2 5sec (0.651 4sec) 
500 0.3sec + gc : O . 1 5sec (0.4528sec) 
100 O . 1 7sec + gc : O . 1 Isec (0.2805sec) 
50 0.2sec + gc : O . O 7sec (O.2669sec) 
10 O . 1 9sec + gc : 0.09sec (0.2816sec) ?
0.24sec + gc : 0.05sec (0.2877sec) 
Table 44: divided calculation : N = 6000 
WIDTH Asir[sec] 
1000 0.39sec + gc : O . 2sec (0.5905sec) 
500 0.32sec + gc : O . 1 3sec (0.4559sec) 
100 O . 2 7sec + gc : 0.09sec (0.3579sec) 
50 0.25sec + gc : O. 1 Isec (0.3517sec) 
10 0.26sec + gc : O . Isec (0.3569sec) ?
0.28sec + gc : 0.09sec (0.3706sec) 
Table 45: divided calculation : N~=7000 
WIDTH Asir[sec] 
1000 O . 54sec + gc : 0.25sec (0.790lsec) 
500 0.43sec + gc : O . 1 8sec (0.6026sec) 
100 0.37sec + gc : O . I sec (0.4703sec) 
50 0.33sec + gc : O. 12sec (0.4515sec) 
10 O.34sec + gc : O . 1 Isec (0.4515sec) ?
0.32sec + gc : O . 1 5sec (0.4747sec) 
Table 4 
?
divided calculation : N = 8000 
WIDTH Asir[sec] 
1000 0.67sec + gc : 0.34sec ( I . 009sec) 
500 0.56sec + gc : 0.2sec (0.7644sec) 
100 0.44sec + gc : O. 14sec (0.5826sec) 
50 0.42sec + gc : O . 1 4sec (0.558lsec) 
10 0.4sec + gc : O . 1 7sec (0.5724sec) ?
0.4lsec + gc : O . 1 8sec (0.5855sec) 
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Table 47: divided calculation : N = 9000 
WIDTH Asir[sec] 
1000 0.9lsec + gc : 0.47sec (1.382sec) 
500 O . 72sec + gc : O . 3 1 sec (1.03lsec) 
100 0.52sec + gc : O . 2 5sec (0.7687sec) 
50 0.53sec + gc : 0.2lsec (0.738lsec) 
10 0.53sec + gc : 0.22sec (0.745lsec) ?
0.54sec + gc : 0.24sec (O.7835sec) 
Table 48 divided calculation : N:=10000 
WIDTH Asir [sec] 
1000 1 . 03sec + gc : 0.42sec (1.452sec) 
500 O . 78sec + gc : 0,29sec (1.068sec) 
100 0.58sec + gc : O . 1 6sec (0.7457sec) 
50 0.59sec + gc : O . 1 5sec (0.7354sec) 
10 0.6sec + gc : O . 1 5sec (0.7576sec) ?
0.6sec + gc : 0.2sec (0.8044sec) 
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Figure I : Minimum of loop numbers 
68 Procedings of NLA99 (2000) 
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Figure 2: The calculation time T11 
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